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The Enimera RegsPlus
Learner and Leader Modules
in Regulatory Affairs
The Enimera RegsPlus
Leader Module
Eight modules

The Enimera RegsPlus
Learner Module
Six modules
Regulatory Strategy

Six Learner modules plus...

Regulatory Intelligence

Optimising Team Effectiveness

Vertical Career Thinking

Developing Teams

Horizontal Career Thinking
Freedom of Information
TGA Appeals
On-line access to tutorials
Aimed at current and aspiring…
Regulatory Affairs professionals with 0 – 6 years Regulatory experience (Learner)
Regulatory Affairs Managers with 0 – 3 years Managerial experience (Leader)
Choice of three packages

The Enimera RegsPlus Learner
Inclusions

The Enimera RegsPlus Leader
Bronze

Silver

Gold

9 mo unlimited
on-line access1

✓

✓

✓

✓

Mentoring2

x

✓

✓

x

✓

Certification3

x

x

✓

x

x

Email support4

x

x

✓

Bronze

Silver

Gold

6 mo unlimited
on-line access1

✓

✓

✓

Mentoring2

x

✓

Certification3

x

Email support

x

1. First tutorial upon subscription
Further tutorials accessible on a monthly basis
2. Six 1-2-1 mentoring with Mary Nteris, PhD, GAICD
Confidential, mentee-led agenda
Manager input to agenda optional
3. Certificate of Completion awarded after successful
completion of each tutorial assessment

Inclusions

1. All tutorials accessible upon subscription
2. Nine 1-2-1 mentoring with Mary Nteris, PhD, GAICD
Confidential, mentee-led agenda
Manager input to agenda optional
3. Certificate of Completion awarded after successful
completion of each tutorial assessment
4. Unlimited support via email correspondence
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The Enimera RegsPlus Learner Module
in Regulatory Affairs
Tutorial Overviews

1. Crafting an Effective Regulatory Strategy
Regulatory strategies can seem daunting to prepare. How to begin? What to include?
What is really expected of a Regulatory strategy?
This Crafting an Effective Regulatory Strategy tutorial answers these questions,
and more.
What you will learn
• Some key concepts in preparing Regulatory Strategies
• How to lift your strategy from good to great, including 7 considerations to ensure you
strategy is on target every time
• The expectations of you, the Regulatory strategy author
• Useful tips
This tutorial also includes the Enimera RegsPlus Regulatory Strategy Template.

2. Maximising Value Through Regulatory Intelligence
Regulatory Intelligence, in its optimal form, can ensure you provide maximum value to
your stakeholders, applying an open mindset as well as critical thinking.
This tutorial, Maximising Value Through Regulatory Intelligence, will help you
understand and champion Regulatory Intelligence.
What will you learn
• Clarification of what Regulatory Intelligence and is not
• Examples of Regulatory Intelligence at work
• Sources of useful Regulatory Intelligence
• Considerations in undertaking Regulatory Intelligence or implementing or
reviewing a structured Regulatory Intelligence program
• Useful tips
Regulatory Intelligence – and intelligent approach to Regulatory Affairs.
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The Enimera RegsPlus Learner Module
in Regulatory Affairs
Tutorial Overviews

3. An Essential Guide to Vertical Career Thinking
This Essential Guide to Vertical Career Thinking tutorial seeks to reframe one's
thinking about expected performance. Providing insights which are typically absent or
unclear from position descriptions, you'll gain an appreciation of how expectations lift
with higher-level roles.
This tutorial includes
• A typical framework of Regulatory roles
• Four often overlooked competencies which are important to develop, and keep
developing, for each role level
• Useful tips
Want your career progression invigorated? This tutorial can help you.

4. An Essential Guide to Horizontal Role Change
Thinking
Sometimes the next step in one's career is not in the next-level role, but in something
else.
This tutorial, An Essential Guide to Horizontal Career Thinking, will help you
demonstrate that you can undertake a different role.
What you will learn
! Why a horizontal role change might be the next step for you
! A discussion of four often overlooked competencies which are important to
develop, to help you demonstrate your potential for a horizontal role change
! Useful tips
Even if you are not seeking a horizontal role change, this tutorial will help anyone
seeking to enhance their career.
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The Enimera RegsPlus Learner Module
in Regulatory Affairs
Tutorial Overviews
5. Freedom of Information – the Basics and the Benefits
There is much information in the public domain for Regulatory professionals, but some of it is
not readily available.
Understanding what Regulatory information can be obtained via Freedom of Information, and
how to go about obtaining it, can add incredible value to a Regulatory strategy or application.
Freedom of Information – the Basics and the Benefits will show you how.
What you will learn
! What Freedom of Information is
! What type of Regulatory information can be obtained via Freedom of Information
! The value such information can add to Regulatory thinking
! How to apply to obtain information under via the Freedom of Information route
! Useful tips
Add to your Regulatory intelligence toolbox with Freedom of Information.

6. Appealing a TGA Decision – Important Considerations
TGA decisions are final, right? Actually, many are not final – many can be appealed.
Appealing a TGA decision, though, is not simple task. Appealing a TGA Decision
will help you understand not only the processes, but some of the complexities
associated with an appeal.
What you will learn
! The three appeal pathways
! Considerations appropriate to each pathway
! Useful tips, and this tutorial also includes
! A checklist to help with the appeal of a TGA decision
A broad understanding of how to appeal a TGA decision can be invaluable to strategic
Regulatory considerations.
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The Enimera RegsPlus Leader Module
in Regulatory Affairs
Tutorial Overviews
Includes the six tutorials included in the Enimera RegsPlus Learner Module
plus
the following two tutorials
1. Optimising Team Effectiveness
Optimising Team Effectiveness brings some important leadership concepts
together, to help improve how your team manages challenging and competing
demands.
What you will learn
! How to align your team’s activities with organisational drivers
! Factors important in optimising your organisational chart and managing priority tasks
! How to manage stakeholders
! How to understand your team member’s motivators, mindset and career drivers
! Types of leadership style suiting different team dynamics
This tutorial also includes the Enimera RegsPlus Proprietary Team Optimisation Review
template.
Optimising Team Effectiveness offers a different take on the typical textbook-style
leadership programs, and in doing so, helps to progress your leadership experience.

2. Eight Options for Developing Team Members
Many managers would attest to the difficulty in focusing on team learning and
development whilst also delivering team objectives. But it doesn’t need to be such a
challenge.
This tutorial, Eight Options for Developing your Team, will lead you through eight
ways to develop your team members, some of which are within your control right now.
What you will learn
• The different types of learning and the value of each
• Eight options for developing team members
• How to identify learning leads and approach
• How to identify day-to-day learning opportunities
• Useful tips
Eight Options for Developing Team Members – invaluable learning for Regulatory
Managers.
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The Enimera RegsPlus
Learner and Leader Modules
in Regulatory Affairs

Mentoring Overview
Mentoring is a helping relationship based on an
exchange of knowledge.
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Whilst trainers and coaches focus on
development of specific skill-sets, mentors help
someone less experienced gain confidence,
clearer purpose, insight and wisdom.
Mentors share knowledge and experience, they
challenge mentees’ thinking, provide guidance,
and encourage mentees to envisage a career
potential beyond their initial thoughts.
Some typical mentee goals include
! Career pathway defining, career advancement
! Working more effectively within the current role
! Working through challenging situations
! Gaining confidence
! Balancing professional and personal life

The Enimera RegsPlus Learner Leader Mentoring program
Mentoring sessions are confidential
between the Mentee and Mentor.

Inclusions

Learner module

Leader module

No. sessions

6

9

Session duration

The option to obtain Manager input
into the overall agenda is available.
Managers can email their comment to
LearnerLeader@enimeraregsplus.com.au,

cc’ing the mentee.
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Session
frequency

40 min
Typically monthly, or as otherwise agreed

Meeting bookings

Initiated by Mentee

Meeting agenda

Driven by Mentee
+
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Learner and Leader Modules
in Regulatory Affairs

Mentoring Overview
You are encouraged to contact Mary
for a complimentary Mentoring session
if you are considering mentoring in your learning program

One

Lodge your request
email Mary at LearnerLeader@enimeraregsplus.com.au with the following…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Email, phone number (including IDD), location (city, region)
Your role title and organisation
What are the three biggest challenges for you, professionally, right now?
What are your career aspirations, what may be holding you back?
Who would need to approve this learning?
What difference would it make to you if you achieve your career goals?
What caused you to take action now and explore mentoring?

!

… or simply email Mary with an enquiry

Two

Confirm the meeting time and day
You will be provided with three options for a 25 min meeting

Three

Attend your complimentary Career Pathway Assessment session
Bring an open and curious mind
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Mary Nteris has 20+ years Regulatory experience, having
held senior roles in biopharmaceutical, clinical research
and wellness organisations, leading teams and strategic
initiatives.
Mary is an experienced leader with a passion for learning
and for developing team members.
An experienced mentor, Mary has supported many
individuals informally through daily interactions, and formally
through mentoring programs of several leading
organisations and institutions.

Mary Nteris, PhD, GAICD
Director, Enimera RegsPlus

Mary is a Board Director, holds a PhD in Pharmacology,
and is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors.

Contact Mary for a Complimentary Mentoring session
LearnerLeader@enimeraregsplus.com.au

Mary has mentored with…
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